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with 51.6% (n=16) to rats, Eschar in 12.5% (n=5), hepatosplenomegaly in 35% 
(n=14) and lymphadenopathy in 35% (n=14). Four patients had meningitis and 
one developed sepsis.

Serological positivity was statistically significant with the presence of eschar 
(p=0.04) hepatosplenomegaly (p=0.008), lymphadenopathy (p=0.02), altered 
liver enzymes (p=0.003) and raised inflammatory markers (p=0.007).

Conclusion Typhus fever diagnosed clinically had minimum complications in 
children and serological confirmation was associated with the clinical features. 
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Introduction Respiratory diseases are common causes for hospital admission 
of children in Sri Lanka as well as worldwide. Most of the respiratory infections 
are caused by viruses in children. Droplet and aerosol transmission are the two 
major route of transmission of respiratory tract infections. Covid 19 preventive 
measures such as wearing masks in public areas, frequent hand washing and using 
hand sanitizers can greatly block the transmission of respiratory tract infections.
Objective This study was done to assess the burden of respiratory diseases on 
hospital admission of children during this Covid 19 pandemic and to assess the 
impact of Covid 19 preventive measures on it.
Methodology An institutional based retrospective descriptive study based on 
secondary data was carried out at Professorial Paediatric unit Teaching hospital 
Jaffna. The data was extracted from the electronic patient management system. 
All the records of children who were primarily diagnosed with respiratory disease 
during the period of June 2020 to May 2021 was recruited into the study. This 
data was compared with that of 2017.
Results The total hospital admission has reduced (1049) during this pandemic 
when compared to before pandemic (4127). There was a significant decrease 
in monthly total hospital admission during this covid 19 pandemic (mean107.2 
SD 53) compared to before pandemic (mean 360.6 and SD 135.8) t (11.488) 
= 8.015 p< 0.001. Similarly, there was a significance decrease in the monthly 
admission due to respiratory illness during this covid 19 pandemic (mean14.5, 
SD 6.8) compared to before the pandemic (mean107.2 and SD 53) t (11.355) 
=5.982 p< 0.001.
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Before pandemic respiratory illness contributed to 31.1% (1286,4127) of the total 
hospital admission. But during pandemic it responsible for only16.6% (174,1049) 
of the hospital admission. Comparing to the total admission respiratory admission 
as percentage has significantly reduced during this pandemic; t (21.997) =5.173 
p< 0.001.
Conclusion Hospital admission due to respiratory illness has significantly 
reduced when compared to total admission during this pandemic. This might be 
due to this covid 19 preventive measure.
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Introduction One of the important health care goals is to provide high quality 
services to the patient who are admitted to the hospital. One of the ways to assess 
the quality of care delivered to the children is to assess the parents’ or guardians’ 
satisfaction. 
Objective This study was carried out to assess the parents’ or guardians’ 
satisfaction of in-patient health care provided to their children and to identify the 
factors which influence on satisfaction 
Methodology This prospective cross-sectional study was carried out in the 
Professorial Paediatric Unit, Teaching Hospital Jaffna. Calculated sample size 
of 165 was selected by systematic random sampling. Data were collected from 
1st January 2019 till get the adequate sample from parents or gordians’ by 
interviewer administered questionnaires. The study instrument consists 3 parts, 
where the satisfaction section consist 7 questions related to communication and 
3 questions related to environment. All were marked by 5 Likert scale, with 1 is 
highly unsatisfied and 5 is highly satisfied.  Chi square test was used to assess 
the statistical significance and p value of <0.05 is considered as statistically 
significant. Ethical clearance was obtained from ERC Faculty of Medicine 
University of Jaffna.
Results Out of the 165 study participants 93.5% were mothers, 44.8% were in the 
age group of 31-40 years, and 56.2% studied between grade 6 to grade 11.  The 
Mean age of the children was 4.23 years (SD 3.75) and mean duration of hospital 
stay was 3.64 days (SD 2.4).
The mean global satisfaction score is 4.93(SD 0.24). The mean score for the 
communication with nursing officers and medical officers were 4.85 and 4.87 
respectively. For satisfaction of the environment the mean score for cleanliness 


